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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with forward invariant regions for semilinear 
parabolic systems. Because solutions will be shown to be confined to 
evolving regions of IR”, certain global existence, blow-up, and asymptotic 
convergence results will be by-products of our analysis. 
Our work is conceptually related to work of Weinberger [30] and Bates 
[3]. Weinberger gave a result which can be paraphrased roughly as 
follows: If SG IV” is a closed convex set which is positively invariant under 
a vector field, then S is positively invariant under the corresponding 
parabolic system obtained by adding the same diffusion term to each com- 
ponent. Bates extended this result by considering the evolution S(t) of a 
closed convex set S, c R” under a vector field. He showed that if S(t) 
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remains convex, then s(t) is invariant under the corresponding parabolic 
system. In the work at hand, we utilize convex functionals to obtain a time 
and space evolving convex region which contains solution values to a class 
of parabolic systems. Our evolving region is obtained via a scalar com- 
parison equation related to the growth of the reaction vector field across 
level sets of our convex functionals. These functionals are similar to the 
Lyapunov-like functionals employed by Morgan [ 18-201 and Fitzgibbon, 
Morgan, and Waggoner [lo] which generalize results of Hollis, Martin, 
and Pierre [14] for parabolic systems. These functionals have also been 
employed by Fitzgibbon and Morgan [7,8], and Fitzgibbon, Morgan, and 
Waggoner [l l] to analyze elliptic systems. Related work of Redheffer, 
Redlinger, and Walter [23] hypothesizes the existence of Lyapunov func- 
tionals for vector fields and then examines the parabolic system resulting 
from adding the same diffusion term to each component. 
We organize our work as follows. Section 2 contains notation and 
hypotheses relative to a class of semilinear parabolic systems with scalar 
diffusion. In Section 3, we state and prove a forward containment result 
based upon these hypotheses. As a by-product, we obtain both a global 
existence and a blow-up result. Section 4 contains an asymptotic result and 
an extension of this result to parabolic systems with distinct diffusion terms 
in each component. Finally, in Section 5, we present examples and make 
some concluding remarks. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND HYPOTHESES 
We shall be concerned with semilinear parabolic systems of the form; 
alli 
at - $pui = fi lx, t, u), (x, t) E sz x (0, T), i = 1 to m (2.la) 
ui(x, l) = bi(x, t), (x, t)~tX2 x [O, T), i= 1 tom (2.lb) 
ui(xT O) = cPi(x), XEQ, i=l tom. (2.lc) 
Here 0 is a bounded domain in [w” with C* + a boundary (0 < u < 1) 
denoted by dQ. Define [w + = {v E R 1 v > O}. We assume that the boundary 
data b= (bi)E C2’a(ZX2 x Iw,, KY) and the initial data cp = (cp,)~ 
C’(a, Rm) satisfy the compatibility assumption b(x, 0) = q(x) for all 
XE 852. Finally, we assume that the reaction vector field f = (fi) E 
cl@ x R, x Iv, W). 
The operator 9 is assumed to have the form 
(2.2) 
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where the coefficients are required to be uniformly Holder continuous on 
the cylinder 0 x R + with exponent greater than +, and ajk = a& for all 
1~ k, j < n. Moreover, we stipulate that Y be uniformly elliptic, i.e., there 
exists p > 0 such that for all (x, t) E D x R + and 5 = (4,) E R” 
(2.3) 
&! will denote a (possibly unbounded) subset of R” for which the system 
(2.la)-(2.lc) is invariant. By this we mean 
(11) cp(X)EAT XEQ 
(12) b(x, t) E A, (x, t) E c a x (0, T) 
implies 
(13) 44 t) E -4 (x, t) E 0 x [O, T). 
Typically &? will equal R” or the positive orthant lRT = {V E R” 1 vi> 0, 
1 d i < m}, although neither of these need be the case (cf. [3,4, 301). The 
positive orthant will be invariant for the system if for all (x, t) E 0 x [0, T), 
v E WY, fi (x, t, v) 2 0 whenever vi = 0. Throughout, we assume (11) and 
(12) (and hence (13)) hold. The following local existence result is due to 
Amann [l]. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Given the assumptions above, there exists T,,,,, > 0 
such that (2.1) has a unique classical noncontinuable solution u on 
Q x [0, T,,,). Furthermore, if T,,, < 00 then lim,, TmaX 11 lu( ., t)l 11 ao,R = cc. 
We now introduce what we term a generalized Lyapunov structure. 
Namely, we postulate the existence of HE C*(A, R,) satisfying the 
following requirements. 
Hl. There exists z0 E .& such that H(u) = 0 if and only if v = zO. 
H2. The Hessian 6J*H(v) is nonnegative definite for all v E A’. 
H3. There exists g E Cl(Q x 58 + x IR, R) such that for all (x, t) E 0 x 
[0, T) and VE& 
WV) m, t, VI G dx, 6 WV)). 
We remark that Hl and H2 imply H(v) + + cc as IvJ + cc in A. Also, at 
the risk of belaboring the obvious, we point out that the multiplication of 
H3 is that of the 1 x m row vector aH(v) by the m x 1 column vector 
f(x, t, v). Furthermore, H3 places a growth condition on the vector field f 
across level sets of H. 
505/97/Z-4 
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We are now in a position to obtain our scalar comparison function. 
Similar to Proposition 2.4, there exists Tk,, > 0 and a classical noncon- 
tinuable solution w of 
aw 
at - 2% = g(x, t, w), (x, t)eQx(O, T’) (2Sa) 
4x, t) = ff(b(x, t)), (x, t)Easzx [O, T’) (2Sb) 
w(x, 0) = ff(cp(x)), XEQ (2%) 
such that if Tk,, < 00 then lim,, T’- /I w( ., t)ll o. Q = co. This scalar function 
w defines an evolving family of co;;“jex subsets of A%? via 
E(w(x, t)) = (u E d@ IH(u) < w(x, t,} (2.6) 
for (x, t)~S2 x [0, T’). If A= Ry and zO= (0, . . . . O)‘, then we see that 
E(w(x, t)) is the m-dimensional wedge formed by the coordinate hyper- 
planes and the hypersurface H(u) = w(x, t). In general, we see from H2 that 
if A? is convex, then for each (x, t) E Sz x [0, T’), E(w(x, t)) is a convex 
subset of R”. 
3. CONTAINMENT RESULTS 
The results in this section are straightforward applications of standard 
maximum principles, cf. [26,27, 223. Our main result follows. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u be the classical solution of (2.la)-(2.lc) and assume 
the hypotheses of Section 2 are satisfied. Then u(x, t) E E(w(x, t)) for all 
b-, t) E ~2 x CO, min(T,,,, TkJl. 
Proof: Set T’=min(T,,,, Tk,,). Let O<r< T’, and let E>O be 
sufficiently small such that 
lx, t) E Q x (0, 21 (3.2a) 
Ii/(x, t) = W(x, t)) + E, lx, t) E ai2 x ~0, r-j (3.2b) 
VW 0) = ff(cp(x)) + 6 XEQ (3.2~) 
has a classical solution. Denote this solution by w(x, t, E). Then, we claim 
that w(x, t, E) > w(x, t) for all (x, t) E a x [O, r]. Certainly w,(x, 0) > 
w(x, 0) for all XEQ and w,(x, t) > w(x, t) for all (x, t)~aB x [0, r]. Thus 
0 <r’ E sup{aE [0, r] ) w,(x, t) > w(x, t) for all (x, t) E B x [0, a]}. Let 
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M > 0 such that ) g(x, t, WJX, t)) - g(x, t, w(x, t)l GM (w,(x, t) - w(x, t)l 
for all (x, t) ~0 x [0, r’]. Now, let L > M and consider u(x, t) - 
eLt[w,(x, t) - w(x, t)]. Then one easily verifies that 
u,>Zu+(L-M)u, (x, t) E 52 x (0, 2’1 
v = EeL’, (x, t) E a52 x (0, 2’1 
v = E, XEQ, t = 0. 
Consequently, from standard maximum principles, 0(x, 
(x, t) E Q x [0, z’], and the claim follows. 
Now, one easily shows that 
t) >O for all 
i,j=l k,l=l 
on Q x (0, 7”). Furthermore, if we define an n x n matrix A and an m x n 
matrix B by A = (a,) and B= (~u,/~x,), then from our hypotheses, each of 
A and BT a2H(#) B are symmetric and nonnegative definite on G? x (0, Y). 
Thus, according to a well-known lemma of Schur and Fejer, 
But, 
Trace(ABT a2H(u) B) 2 0 on L2 x (0, T’). (3.4) 
Trace(ABT8*H(u)B)= i 5 au%=%. 
i,J=l k,l=l J k / I 
Hence, we may apply (3.4) and H3 to (3.3) to obtain 
ww) 
7&--G -eWu)) + g( .Y ., ff(u)) on Q x (0, T’). (3.5) 
Again, from the monotonicity of g and standard maximum principles, we 
obtain H(u(x, t)) < w(x, t, E) for all (x, t) E 0 x [0, r]. Consequently, if we 
let E + O+ and apply the continuous dependence of w( ., ., E) upon E, then 
we obtain H(u(x, t)) < lim E-O+ w(x, t, E) = w(x, t) for all (x, t) E B x (0, z]. 
Therefore, u(x, t) E E(w(x, t)) for all (x, t) E Q x [0, T’). 
Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 3.1 yield the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose the hypotheses of Section 2 are satisfied. Then 
Cm, G Tnw. and u(x, t) E E(w(x, t)) for all (x, t) E fi x [0, Tk,,). 
Note that if T&,, = cc then Corollary 3.6 can be viewed as a global 
existence and containment result. 
Some remarks may be in order at this point. 
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Remark 3.7. If there exist K, L E C(W+ , R + ) such that g(x, t, u) < 
K(t) u In v + L(t), then one can easily show T&, = + 0~). More exotic 
behavior can also yield T&,, = + co, but we shall not take up this discus- 
sion here. 
Remark 3.8. If A’ = Ry, H(u) = x7=, cliui, with Ed > 0 for all j, and the 
first inequality in H3 is reversed, i.e., aH(v) f(x, t, 0) 2 g(x, t, H(u)), then 
all of the work above can be “reversed.” We state this result as follows. 
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose the hypotheses of Section 2 hold with the 
restrictions and changes in Remark 3.8. Let u be a classical solution 
of (2.lat(2.lc). Then H(u(x, t)) > w(x, t) for aN (x, t) E Q x 
CO, mint T,,, , TAX 1). 
ProoJ: If we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, with the change 
E ~0, then we obtain w(x, t, E) < w(x, t) for all (x, t) ED x [O, z]. Noting 
that a*EZ(v) = 8 for all v E .A!, we obtain 
%p=qH(U))+aH(u) f(., .) u) 
on Q x (0, T’). Thus, we may apply our hypotheses to obtain 
a(H(u)) 
72 -mH(u)) + St-1 .Y H(u)) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
on Q x (0, T’). Hence, similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
H(u(x, t)) > w(x, t, E) for all (x, t) E fi x [0, z]. Consequently, if we let 
E --f O- and apply the continuous dependence of w( ., ., E) upon E, then we 
obtain H(u(x, t)) > lim, _ 0- w(x, t, E) = w(x, t) for all (x, t) E fi x (0, 71. The 
result follows. 
One could conceivably use Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 3.9 to obtain 
finite time blow-up results for (2.la)-(2.lc). Suppose Tk,,< co. Then 
lim t-T& IIw(., f)llco,L?= co, and hence from Hl-H2 and Theorem 3.9 we 
have T,,,,, G T&,,. We now formalize these comments. 
COROLLARY 3.12. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3.9 hold and 
Tk,, < 00. Then 0 < Tmax < T&, and lim,, r,, (1 lu( ., t)l(I co,o = co. 
We can also combine Theorems 3.1, 3.9, and the comments above to 
obtain 
COROLLARY 3.13. Suppose the hypotheses of Corollary 3.12 hold with 
aH(u) f(x, t, u) = g(x, t, H(u)) for all (x, t) E 52 x Iw, and u E rWy. Then 
T Tin,, max = and H(u(x, t)) = w(x, t) for all (x, t) E l2 x [O, T,,,). 
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Since these blow-up results are very much dependent upon blow-up 
results for the scalar equations (2Sa)-(2Sc), we refer the reader to Ball [2] 
for additional information. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS 
One can easily apply the theorems in Section 3 to obtain asymptotic 
results for solutions of (2.la)-(2.lc). The most obvious of these results can 
be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose the hypotheses of Section 2 hold and Tk,, = 00. 
Zflim,+, Ib(~, t)llm,8= 0, then (2.la)-(2.lc) has a unique classical solution 
u on fix [0, 00) and lim,,, IIju(., t)-z,,IIm,R=O. 
Proof Apply Corollary 3.6 and Hl. 
However, our main concern in this section is the extension of 
Theorem 4.1 to systems with distinct diffusion terms in each component. 
To this end, we focus our attention on a simple extension of (2.lak(2.lc). 
We consider, for i= 1 to m, 
aui 
z=didai+h(u), (x, t) E Q x (0, a 1 
uj ii zo I’ (x, tjEaf2X ~0, CO) (4.2b) 
ui(x9 O) = cPiCx), XEQ. (4.2~) 
Here, each di > 0, f = (fi) E C’( R”, Rm), and the assumptions on 52 and 
cp = (cp,) are given in Section 2. Furthermore, z0 = (z,,) is as given in Hl. In 
general, we assume the hypotheses of Section 2 hold with the system 
(2.la)-(2.lc) replaced by (4.2ak(4.2c). In addition, we require the existence 
of nonnegative functions h,, . . . . h,: R + R such that 
H(o)= f h,(u,) (4.3) 
i= 1 
for all UE&. Note that restrictions Hl and H2 impose restrictions upon 
h 1, . . . . h,. Primarily, for each i = 1 to m, 
hi(Y) =O if and only if y=zo, (4.4) 
and 
hl’( y) 2 0 for all admissible y. (4.5) 
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Note that from our statement of (4.2at(4.2c), we intend to assume the 
existence of global classical solutions. Since this is a nontrivial assumption, 
we refer the reader to Morgan [18-201 for a treatment of this subject, 
under the above hypotheses. 
Before stating our main result in this section, we introduce three last 
pieces of notation. We let 
L&, = min dj, d,,, = max d, 
l<i<m l<i<m 
and A,, be the principle eigenvalue of -,4 with homogeneous Dirichlet 
boundary conditions, with respect to Q. We remark that each of dmi” and 
A, are positive. 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose the above assumptions hold and (4.2a)-(4.2c) has 
a unique, unzformly bounded, global classical solution u. If I < dmi, & 
such that aH(u(x, t)) f (u(x, t)) < UI(u(x, t)) for all (x, t) E fl x R + , then 
lim, + m IIW +%Ilm,R=o. 
Before we give the proof of Theorem 4.6, we note that this result is not 
necessarily a large diffusion result. There are many systems of practical 
interest for which LVZ(v) f(v) < 0 for all v E A4, and hence 1= 0 can be 
chosen above. In the case aH(v) f(v) < KH(v) with K large, then certainly 
Theorem 4.6 must be viewed as a large diffusion result. In either case this 
result gives sufficient conditions to exclude the possibility of diffusion 
driven instabilities which can occur in chemical and biological models. 
Further large diffusion results can be found in [S, 123. 
proof Let M= IlW~(~))ll,,~ and let $ be the unique, uniformly 
bounded, global classical solution of 
tjz=d,,,,.A$++$+A4, (x, t)EQxIO, co) (4.7a) 
IYll” 
$(A t)=O, (x, t) E iX2 x [0, co) (4.7b) 
VW, 0) = 0, XEQ. (4.7c) 
Now, for each i= 1 to m, we have 
$ (hi(Ui)) < di A(hi(Ui)) + hj(ui) fi(X, t, U) (4.8) 
for all (x, t) E Q x (0, co). Hence, adding these we obtain 
q< f di A(h,(u,)) + M(u) 
ul. i=l 
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on Q x (0, co). Consequently, if we integrate both sides above from 0 to t 
and set 
W(X, t)=ji& .f, dihi(u,(x, s))ds, 
I 
then 
w, <&,a, Aw + Wnax -w+M, 
dmin 
(X,t)EQx(O, a) (4.9a) 
w(x, t) = 0, (x, t) l i3Q x [0, 00) (4.9b) 
w(x, 0) = 0, XEQ. (4.9c) 
Therefore, if we apply standard maximum principle arguments, then we 
obtain 0 < w(x, t) < $(x, t) for all (x, t) E fi x [0, co). Thus for every E > 0 
there exists T, > 0 such that 
o< O” s H(u(x, s)) ds <E. (4.10) 7-6 
We now fix N, > 0 such that 
I”13 H(u)3 Ihltui) fiC”)l G Nl on~xR+foralli=1tom. (4.11) 
From the bound on 1~1 and standard results in [ 163 (for a more complete 
discussion cf. [S, Appendix B]), one may obtain N, > 0 such that 
IV,4 G Nz on~xR+foralli=ltom. (4.12) 
Furthermore, (4.12) implies the existence of N, > 0 such that 
IVx(hi(Ui))l GN, onSZxR+foralli=1tom. (4.13) 
In addition, if we multiply both sides of (4.8) by h,(u,) and integrate over 
Q x (0, t), then we obtain 
(4.14) 
for all t>O. That is, lIVX(hi(ui(., .)))l12,nXn+ <00. Consequently, we can 
combine (4.10), (4.11), (4.13), and (4.14) to prove that for all 1 <p< cc 





ClIfftut., t))IIi,D + f II IV,x(hi(ui( ‘7 t)))l 11 :,,I dt < Ep. 
i=l 
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Now, set p > n + 1 and let E > 0. From (4.15) there exists a sequence 
{ tk}Fz I such that for all k E tW and i = 1 to m, 
tk 2 Tep, O<tk+,-tk<2 and 
(Ilhi(ui(.3 tk))ll~,R+ IIVx(hi(ui(‘, tk)))llp,62)1’P<E. (4.16) 
Then, since p > n + 1 > n, we may invoke the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem 
to obtain C1 > 0 such that for all k E R, and i = 1 to m, 
Ilhi(ui(‘9 tk))llco,Q< CIE. (4.17) 
Thus, if we let uf be the unique classical solution of 
au; 
~=didu~+2Nlhi(ui) onQx(t,, t,+2) (4.18a) 
V;, c:E2 0naQx(t,, t,+2) (4.18b) 
uf( .) tJ = CT&Z on Q, (4.18~) 
for all k E fV and i = 1 to m, then we can apply [ 16, p. 341, Theorem 9.11 
and (4.15) to obtain C2 > 0 independent of k and i such that 
G C2C2Nl Ilhi(ui)ll P,Rx(tk,tk+2) + e21 
< C,(2N, + Cf&)&. (4.19) 
Hence, since p > n + 1, we can again invoke the Sobolev Imbedding 
Theorem to obtain C3 > 0 independent of E and k such that 
Il4ll co,Rx(lk,lk+2)< GE independent of i and k. (4.20) 
Therefore, if we note that 
W(d)2 
at 
G di d(hi(ui))2 + ZN,hi(ui) onQx(t,, t,+2) (4.21a) 
(h,(u,))* = 0 on asz x (tk, tk + 2) (4.21b) 
thitui(‘, t/c)))2 < c:E2 on 52 (4.21~) 
for all k E N and i = 1 to m, then we can apply standard maximum 
principle arguments to show that 
0 < hi(Ui) d v; onGx(t,, t,+2) 
forallkENandi=ltom. (4.22) 
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Now, tk< fk+l < tk + 2 for ail k E N and C3 is independent of E. Thus, from 
(4.16) and (4.20), we have 
0 < h,(u,) < C3E onQx(t,, co)foralli=l tom. (4.23) 
Consequently, lim,, m IIH(u(., t))ll m,R = 0. Finally therefore, Hl yields the 
result. 
5. EXAMPLES ANDCONCLUDING REMARKS 
We turn our attention to the three component semilinear parabolic 
system (2.la)-(2.lc) where 
i 
-w:+rl14+gl(x) 
f(x, u) = 2 ~1~2-yl1~ : - mu2 - v2u3) + g2(x) 
i 
(5.1) 
P(u2 - ?2U3) + 93(x) 
dH=R:, (Il), and (12) hold, g=(g,)EC2(Q, RI), and vi, q2, b>O. 
(Note that (2.4) is clearly satisfied, and hence A! is invariant for our 
system.)frepresents the basic kinetics of the Gray-Scott reaction, cf. [28], 
to which spatial inhomogeneities have been added. We assume that 
the diffusion transport mechanism is time dependent and spatially 
inhomogeneous. 
In this case our “H function” is particularly simple. We define 
H:Af-+R+ by 
H(u) = u1 + v2 + u3 for all 0 EA 
and observe that 
WV) f(x, u) = gl(x) + g2(x) + g&) = E(x) 
for all x EQ and u E .A. Clearly Hl, H2, and H3 are satisfied. Conse- 
quently, if we apply Theorems 3.1 and 3.9, then 
Ul(X, t) + u,(x, t) + u,(x, t) = w(x, t) 
for (x, t) E D x R! + , where w satisfies 
w, = Yw + B(x), (x,t)EQx(o, co) (5.2a) 
4x3 t) = H(W, t)), (x, t) E ix2 x (0, co) (5.2b) 
w(x, 0) = H(cpb)), XEQ. (5.2~) 
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We now turn our attention to the model (4.2a)-(4.2c), where f is given 
in (5.1) with g, = g, = g, = 0, zO= (0, 0, O)‘, .H = Iw: and (11) is satisfied. 
Again, Jtl is invariant for our system, and hence with H given as above 
aH(u) f(u) d 0 for all u E jkl. 
Under these assumptions, the authors show in a forthcoming paper that 
(4.2a)-(4.2c) has a unique, uniformly bounded, global classical solution. 
Therefore, we may invoke Theorem 4.6 to obtain 
independent of the di’s. 
There are several interesting examples for which the results of Section 3 
apply. The reader is referred to the classical Volterra-Lotka model 
described in [24], a theoretical model of oxygenation of blood in 
pulmonary capillaries in [25], a system modelling facilitated transported 
across biological membranes in [6], an epidemic model in [7], a nerve 
conduction model in [ 173, and a model arising from chemical reactions in 
[24]. In addition the results of Section 4 can be applied to models in 
c25,41. 
As a final note, we remark that the Dirichlet boundary condition (2.lb) 
can be replaced by either a Robin or homogeneous Neumann boundary 
condition. The results obtained in Sections 3 and 4 remain the same, with 
obvious modifications. 
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